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Introduction

Have you ever received an unsolicited email from a demand gen vendor? Did you want to

instantly delete it, but then thought your business could actually use some help with

demand gen? Did you tell yourself that their services are probably not very good but then

wonder how this demand gen vendor found a way to reach your inbox?

Now you’re faced with a dilemma – do you delete the email or schedule a call with the 

vendor? You don’t want to waste your time on an unworthy vendor but you know that your 

sales and marketing people are expensive, so you want them working with only the best 

leads. Perhaps you’ve had vendors that provided you with emails that bounced back, 

telephone numbers that didn’t work, and prospects that weren’t interested

What you may need is a way to vet demand generation vendors and pinpoint the ones 

worth contacting. Below are five questions you should ask demand gen vendors before 

hiring them. The answers will help you narrow down your choices to best vendors.
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The 5 Questions Summarized
(click circle to jump to the section you want)

Let’s take a closer look at each question and its relevance in determining vendor 

capability

1 What new technologies does your system use?

2

3

4

5

What makes you different from other demand gen vendors?

How do you assemble your data?

How do you shape the outreach audience?

What insights can you provide about the target contacts and buyer journey?
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1. What new technologies does your system use?

Is this question simply about technology for tech’s sake? Not necessarily. Whether we like 

it or not, we now live in a world driven by tech. And tech, effectively used, differentiates one 

company from another. To illustrate, here are two short tech tales

3

A tale of two companies: The Internet begins to boom. A small bookseller decides to 

compete with a big bookseller. The smaller company effectively harnesses the Internet’s 

power while the larger company does not. Today Amazon has a market cap of over $430B 

while Barnes & Noble has faded into obscurity.

A tale of two other companies: The Internet booms and DVDs grow in popularity. A 

small movie rental company decides to complete with a big movie rental company. The 

smaller company effectively harnesses the Internet’s power and the ability to easily mail 

DVDs. Today, Netflix has a market cap of over $68B and Blockbuster has faded into 

obscurity.

Will demand gen vendors be using VR, IOT, and a Hyperloop to dramatically improve lead 

gen? Probably not. But perhaps they are using other technologies to squeeze more 

actionable intelligence from leads or do a better job of engaging prospects.

The 2016 SalesForce State of Marketing Report says that the highest performing 

companies are 10.7 times more likely to be using predictive intelligence, 5.8 times more 

likely to be using data targeting and segmentation, and 4.2 times more likely to be using 

data analytics. So if you’re vendor isn’t leveraging predictive intelligence, data targeting 

segmentation, or data analytics, then how can they possibly help you become a higher 

performing company?

https://www.salesforce.com/form/pdf/2016-state-of-marketing.jsp
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2. What makes you different from other demand gen

vendors?

A company has no business existing if they can’t tell you why they’re special. If you ask 

them for a pitch, they will likely run through an undifferentiated laundry list of things that 

you’ve heard before. If you ask them what they do differently, you’ll likely hear something 

worthwhile. If, however, you just hear the aforementioned laundry list or dead silence, the 

conversation is over. Don’t waste any more of your time with this vendor.

3. How do you assemble your data?

A good lead gen vendor acquires data through three available methods: buying, attracting, 

and scraping. Buying data is a sign of maturity – a sign that a vendor realizes that not all 

good data can simply be scraped from websites and social media platforms. Attracting 

data is finding a way to get people to give you data. Good vendors will attract data by 

giving away free tools in exchange for data. Scraping data is a good way to gather online 

data, but it is the least effective method in the food chain. In fact, there are thousands of 

vendors in India who have built an entire industry around scraping LinkedIn with spider 

bots, humans, or both. A vendor that uses two or three of these methods is much more 

desirable than a vendor that uses only one.

4. How do you shape the outreach audience?

This is the creamy center of the Oreo, so to speak. In fact, if I had just one question to 

ask, it would be this one. Most data sources and demand gen vendors can only shape an 

audience of companies based on three filters: industry, size, and geography. Then, of 

course, vendors pull relevant contact titles before they begin outreach. But how precise 

can you possibly get with just three filters? How can they give you attributes that are 

actionable for your campaign approach or messaging? A slightly more sophisticated 

vendor will, for example, use a website’s tech stack to filter companies. Other vendors 

will filter on intent signals, such as search data. But a handful of new vendors are able to 

sort using not only the aforementioned filters, but also far deeper criteria, such as website 

semantic extraction social media trends, and company growth rate. 
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5.     What insights can you provide me about the target 

contacts and buyer journey?

If you can drive a stream of leads that are a good fit for your organization, you’ll also want 

insights about those leads. Insights are gold for your salespeople. They are the 

conversation hooks salespeople use to convince prospects that they’ve done their 

homework so they don’t come across as just another cold, faceless sales drone doing 

mass, canned, and undifferentiated outreach.

So instead of a salesperson saying, “Wouldn’t your organization like a solution for X?” they 

have actionable insights that allow them to say, “I noticed that you just expanded 

internationally and just added 10 people to your sales team. I have several happy clients 

just like you that we’ve helped successfully accelerate growth, reduce costs, or become 

more efficient. Perhaps we can set up a mutually convenient time  to show you  how we 

can  help you do the same?” A vendor who does not provide actionable insights is 

needlessly crippling your sales precision as well as your close rates.

Finally, what can the vendor tell you about the buyer journey? Can they tell which piece of 

content the target clicked on and how much of it they consumed? If they can, you can 

correlate this data with when customers buy, making the buyer’s journey more precise and 

your content more relevant.

An accurate understanding of the companies in your target market requires in-depth 

information. For example, do the companies in your target market have experienced 

executive teams? Do they tend to buy early-stage technologies? How do their growth rates 

compare to their competitors? Are they aggressively hiring right now? How does their 

average transaction amount compare to their average Customer Lifetime Value (CLV)? Do 

they operate in highly regulated markets? These are the types of dimensions that 

determine what a company does, what it needs, and how it makes buying decisions. It’s 

Persona Building 2.0!
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Summary

Make life easy for yourself. Ask prospective demand gen vendors these 5 questions before 

hiring them. The questions will scare away the low quality vendors who won’t even bother 

to answer. Other vendors will give you generic answers, which will be obvious. But the best 

vendors will give you thoughtful, provable answers. So how do you get started with a new 

vendor?

“Start with one or two smaller implementations in order to see immediate results. Once 

you’re comfortable with the outcome, it’s time to pursue the next project. With a phased 

approach, you can mitigate the risk of investing in expensive tools only to use a fraction of 

its features, or finding that you lack the internal resources required to maximize 

performance,” says James Smith CMO of OneLogin in an article on CMSWire.com. 

Start with a pilot but make sure that pilot has a statistically significant sample size. 

Depending on the type of lead gen program and expected conversion metrics, ask yourself 

how many viable leads you need to accurately compare against the results of other 

demand gen vendors. After vetting, comparing, and optimizing, you’ll see your demand 

generation improve and take you to the next level of performance. 

Want us to rate your demand gen vendors? Click here and complete the form and we’ll 

score them for you with our new LeadCrunch[ai] 360TM unified demand gen platform. 

Happy vetting! 

http://www.cmswire.com/digital-marketing/the-art-and-science-of-b2b-demand-generation-marketing/
http://get.leadcrunch.com/get-your-free-demand-gen-assessment


For further assistance, please contact us. 

DEMAND GENERATION

sales@leadcrunch.ai or 888-708-6649 

MEDIA INQUIRIES

olin@leadcrunch.ai or 888-708-6649

CASE STUDIES AND MARKETING EDUCATION VIDEOS

Read our case studies and education videos or see our 

videos on our YouTube channel

SOCIAL MEDIA

Follow us on Linkedin and Twitter

We truly appreciate your business and hope that you both enjoy 

working with us and accelerate your growth using our system.

www.leadcrunch.ai

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/0B2e_dLNb51agTEVHd3psT0l3SVU
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWrO7zo-P6EgRyxIQy2227Q
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/3278275/
https://twitter.com/lead_crunch
http://www.leadcrunch.ai/

